Abstract
Introduction
Personal authentication is a common concern to both industries and academic research due to its numerous applications. Biometrics, which refers to the unique physiological or behavioral characteristics of human beings, is viewed as the ideal solution to replace the traditional methods [1, 2] .
The general biometrics includes fingerprint, palm print, face, iris and voice, etc. But each of them has advantages and shortcomings on user acceptance, cost or performance. Therefore, the research of a new biometrics is of great significance in this area. Figure 1 . shows the inside skin of the finger with rich and different levels of ridge. They are stable, different individually and determined by the genes like fingerprint [3] . It is these features that can be used in biometric identification [4] . The ridge (papillary pattern) and the fold lines only can be obtained at a high resolution images, and are susceptible to noise. The knuckleprint (knuckle creases), which refers to the flexor knuckles ridge, has a simple structure, and a single direction. Meanwhile, it is not sensitive to the light condition and the hand"s gesture, and can be acquired in the low resolution images. According to the distance from the center of palm, we name them the first knuckleprint, the second knuckleprint and the third knuckleprint from far to near. finger with rich and different levels of ridge. They are stable, different individually and determined by the genes like fingerprint [3] . It is these features that can be used in biometric identification [4] . The ridge (papillary pattern) and the fold lines only can be obtained at a high resolution images, and are susceptible to noise. The knuckleprint (knuckle creases), which refers to the flexor knuckles ridge, has a simple structure, and a single direction. Meanwhile, it is not sensitive to the light condition and the hand"s gesture, and can be acquired in the low resolution images. According to the distance from the center of palm, we name them the first knuckleprint, the second knuckleprint and the third knuckleprint from far to near. Being proposed late, knuckleprint identification technology gets less attention of the researchers, and there are rare related references [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] and the definition of knuckleprint is not identical. Li et al. [5, 6] extracted the second knuckleprint on middle finger. Luo et al. [7, 8] used the feature which contains the first and the second knuckleprint. Ribaric, who proposed a method of personal identification by "Eigenfinger" [9] used the entire knuckleprint, though not given the definition of the knuckleprint clearly. Zhao [10] , Zhu [11] et al. defined knuckleprint includes not only the first and the second knuckleprint but the third knuckle print between finger and palm.
Li et al. [5] applied Gabor filtering and decision level fusion to do personal identification. In [7] Luo et al. proposed finger crease recognition based on projection and wavelet. Nanni [12] , Zhu [11] et al. applied Radon Transform to build the identification system, depending on the spatial distribution of energy on knuckleprint. In order to overcome the inconvenience of collecting and training several images to project model database, we proposed single-image-based knuckleprint identification. In this method, the model database is made up of single image from every user, it not only improved the acceptance of the users, but also could applied in some special applications such as court evidence, in which hardly meet several training images. The feature extracted contains the first, the second and the third knuckleprint on the finger. It takes advantage of the rich texture and the location information. Experimental studies showed the effectiveness of identification which is based on the characteristics of single middle finger. With the foundation of the previous work [10] , we make the effective research of biometric on other fingers, and fuse the information of knuckleprint separated from a low-resolution hand image to improve the recognition effect. It could get higher recognition accuracy, better accepted, less cost in feature extraction and matching, lower pressure of database. We could apply it into the preliminary match in a larger database to complete the further match.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides the method of feature extraction and feature matching for personal identification based on single knuckleprint image. Section 3 describes the realization of multi-finger fusion identification. Finally, the experiments and discussion are presented in Section 4. Figure 2 . shows the implementation processing of our algorithm on the personal identification based on single knuckleprint image.
The algorithmic description
--First, take the finger image at the stage of image-acquisition.
--Second, extract the line feature of the knuckleprint. Before the feature extraction, In order to reduce the interference of the noise the Gaussian filter is applied during the preprocessing. Then a novel grad algorithm which is improved from Sobel operator is applied to extract the line feature of the knuckleprint. And we can get the obvious line feature of the knuckleprint after binarization. At the stage of feature matching, a new method is applied to solve the dislocation of the matching images. Based on the cross correlation coefficient, we make the decision to confirm the identity of the test object finally. 
The line feature extraction
The major research of the personal recognition which use the characteristics of the hand, such as the fingerprint, the palm print or the knuckleprint, focuses on the feature extraction. In order to achieve an accurate identification we must extract one of the most important features of the study object. There are three feature extraction methods in the current biometric area: the Point Features, the Line Features, as well as the Sub-space Methods. The Point Feature Method is mainly used in the Characteristics of hand which are similar to the fingerprints, and high quality and high resolution images are required. The Sub-space Method can obtain low-dimensional features in a statistical sense. However, there is a requirement of a large number of samples for training [13] . In contrast, the Line Feature Extraction Method is widely used in the palm print feature extraction for its" insensitive to the light, the shadow, and the Image Affine Transform. Therefore the extraction of the line feature could be achieved by linear transformation which has low computational complexity, such as based on Fourier Transform [14] , Gabor Transform [13] or Wavelet Transform. There are corresponding fast algorithms for online identification. However, the location of the point features are difficult to achieve in low-resolution knuckleprint images, And obviously that the Sub-space Method is not applicable for the database of this paper which is composed of single image of each sample, So we use the Line Features Method.
From the intuitive feature of the images we can see that the texture of the knuckleprint is simple. There are only a few clear main lines and the direction is single. In the research field of the image processing, the edge is characterized by the discontinuity of the gray level. The clear main lines, which are just the basic features of the knuckleprint, are the result of the gray-level discontinuity.
The tremendous changes of the gray level of the image, as well as the edge, represent the highfrequency components. The background and the area where the gray level changing slowly represent the low-frequency components. In order to eliminate the noise and extract the main lines of the knuckleprint at the same time, we adopt the method of the Convolution of the template in the spatial domain. The convolution template can be regarded as a window, and usually expressed by a matrix. In the paper we adopt a broaden window 3*5 as our template which is shown in Figure 3 . 
So the formula using the templates the above-mentioned is as follows:
The basic steps of the method of template convolution are as follows: First, move the template on the processing image, let the center of the template coincide with the pixel of the input image in turn; Second, multiply the template coefficients by the corresponding pixel coincided with those of the input image, then add the product and name it as "S". Third, take "S" as the feature extraction result of the pixel which coincident with the center of the template. From Figure 4 . we can see the line feature of the middle finger through the image preprocessing: 
Edge feature matching
The process of matching between the test image and the sample is necessary in order to identify or certify the user. It is actually a classification process. After extracted the line features of the user"s knuckle print image we need to compare it with the character of the sample in the model database. The more similar the two features, the greater likelihood of the same identity. Set that the size of the Suppose that the number of the matched pixel is n , we can get the matching score
Finally, the i corresponding to the maximum of i s is regarded as the identification decision.
During the matching phase, there are usually dislocation occurred which caused by acquisition device or different standing posture of the users when collect hand images. It is a serious problem and will affects the final identification decision. In order to reduce the possibility of the wrong decision, we translate the tested image horizontal and vertical for a pixel unit, as described in Figure 5 .: 
Sm , is regarded as the similarity value of the matching images.
The fusion of multi-finger knuckleprints
In order to get a better recognition effect, the decision level fusion such as the sum (mean), the maximum, and the voting rules, is commonly used method. We choose the sum rule in which there is no need to train classifier, and the simple algorithm could get better results [15] [16] . After the multiple fingers except the thumb completed identification separately, so we could get four matching scores using four fingers (except the thumb) based on the method described in the previous section.
Suppose that the four finger images which are from the same hand image are 
Experiments

Database establishment.
In order to evaluate the proposed personal identification techniques, the finger image database is established based on "HA-BJTU" (Handmetric Authentication-Beijingjiaotong University) [16] . The image database is made up of four finger-subdatabases: the index finger subdatabase (D1), the middle finger subdatabase (D2), the ring finger subdatabase (D3) and the little finger subdatabase (D4) (the thumb finger is except because it is sensitive to the pose of the hand and the lighting conditions). Every subdatabase includes more than 20 images from the 98 volunteers at different time. A finger image of every person in every subdatabase is removed to constitute the sample subdatabase, the rest make up corresponding test subdatabase. The size of the images is normalized to 90 30  . In total, the database contains 6,039 images from 4 98 fingers of the 98 volunteers. The average time interval between the first and second is 75 days.
The knuckleprint identification
In this identification experiment, each one of the 5,647 test images was matched with every sample image in the same subdatabase. And adding the match after 8 times" translated, we complete 9 98 5647   matches in total. The feature extraction is crucial to the total identification processing. After executing the convolution operation to get the edge characters clearly we need separate them from the background. For different threshold in gray level during the binarization will produce different effect in the process of the edge detection. In order to measure the similarity of the template feature, we need choose the appropriate threshold for binary. It can not only detect the meaningful edge but also abate the light and noise effect on the similarity value. Figure 7 shows the histogram of a gray finger image. We could find that the gray level transition occurred between 20~80. So the gray value threshold is in this range. Assuming that the matching phases are the same, we select different gray value between 20~80 as the threshold, then we gets the correct recognition rate is affected in some extent shown as in Figure 8 .  , otherwise it is 0. Then we can distinguish the main lines of the knuckleprint from the background and extract the line feature of the knuckleprint image. In the matching stage, the line feature of the testing sample will be matched with the middle finger knuckle line feature in the template database. As far as the phenomena of the unevenness of the comparison between the two images, the method we used is: translating the image horizontal and vertical one pixel unit and get 8 new images; using these 9 images to match with the 98 samples; the sample with the maximum of the mutual correlation number is the final decision. From Figure 8 we can see that: Setting the proper threshold and matching method can improve the recognition rate in a big extent. When we take the gray value 30 as the best threshold, the recognition rate can reach 95.68%. It is 3.58 percentages higher than the method of just matching once between the pixels of the comparison images. It is proved in Table 1 that the multi-finger fusion identification A Novel Approach of Personal Identification Based on the Fusion of Multi-finger Knuckleprints Zhao Rui, Lv Tao, Hou Shunyan, Shi Jianying method could improve the correct recognition rate to 96.62% which is more than 6 percentage points higher than the best result using a singer finger. 
Conclusion and future work
This paper adopts a novel approach of personal identification based on the fusion of multi-finger knuckleprints. For the practical application of the small sample database problem and the current low resolution of the image acquisition environment, the new approach based on single hand image from a person is urgent needed. After integrating the subimages of the fingers (the thumb except) we could get four matching-scores. and then we can certify the identity of the users through the total matching-score which is obtained by fusing them.
On the stage of the feature extraction, using the new grads operator defined in the previous paper [10] , we get the feature of knuckleprint which not only conclude all the veins of the knuckle creases, but also their location information. In the feature matching phase, the 9th matching method is a good solution to the problem of dislocation of the matching images. Through the experiments we verify that the knuckleprint is reliable as one of the biometrics and the method proposed in the paper which is based on the fusion of multi-finger knuckleprints is effective. The following work will focus on the fusion of the knuckleprints, the palm print, and the shape of hand. All these research will improve the instantaneity of this method.
